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Socialistic; in one great State, the government is attempting to
establish Communism, There are, however, a number of respects
in which he was mistaken, and some of these are of very great
importance.
His most serious mistake was that he underrated the strength
of nationalism. 'Proletarians of all nations, unite!* says the Com-
munist Manifesto. But experience has shown that, as yet, most
proletarians hate foreigners more than they hate employers; in
1914, even Marxists, with few exceptions, obeyed the orders of
the capitalist State to which they happened to belong. Even if
proletarians of white races could, in time, be induced to ignore
national boundaries, it will require a much longer time before
they feel any real solidarity with competitors of yellow, brown
or black race. Yet, until they do so, and the yellow, brown and
black proletarians reciprocate the feeling, they can hardly achieve
any stable victory over the capitalists.
It is not only on the side of the proletariat that nationalism
proved stronger than purely economic forces. On the side of the
capitalists, also, the boundaries of States have proved to be
usually the boundaries of combination. Most capitalist mono-
polies are national, not world-wide. In the steel industry^ for
example, there is monopoly, actual or virtual, in America, in
France, in Germany, but these several monopolies are indepen-
dent of each other. Almost the only industry which is truly
international is the armament industry,1 because to it the im-
portant thing is that wars should be long and frequent, not that
either side should be victorious. With this exception, the mono-
polists of different countries compete against each other, and
cause their respective governments to help them in the com-
petition. The rivalry between nations is just as much an economic
conflict as the class war, and at least as important in modern
politics, yet according to Marx all politics are controlled by the
conflict of classes.
Marx had the less excuse for his failure to give due weight
to nationalism as he himself had taken part in the German revolu-
tion of 1848, and had carefully noted the part played by
nationalism in its suppression. In his book, Revolution and
Counter Revolution, or Germany in 1848, which he wrote in
1851-2, he tells how the Slavs of the Austro-Hungarian Empire,
whose nationalism afterwards became the proximate cause of the
1 See The Secret International and Patriotism Ltd.* published by the
Union of Democratic Control,

